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Cancer Research UK is the world's largest 
Independent cancer charity dedicated to saving 
lives through research. We're the only charity to 
fund research into all 200 types of cancer. 

To achieve this bold ambition we need the public 
support and critically people’s donations.

Cancer Research UK 

Our vision is to bring forward the 
day when all cancers are cured

Together we will beat cancer





Brand strategy: Build belief that that Cancer will be beaten



Creative strategy 



• How do we really show that research is working right now, and bring 
people closer to the reality of cancer and progress through innovative 
media that stands out and activates our CRUK Brand? 

• The brief was simple. Get the public to believe that, not only will research 
one day beat cancer, but it’s already having a real and tangible effect on 
treatment and prevention.

We needed to stop talking and start showing it.

Media strategy

Communicating immediacy



The process

Bravery takes deep commitment, collaborative 
working… and time

• The idea was hatched at a joint brainstorm between 
Cancer Research UK, Anomaly & MediaCom

• A live advert was agreed to be the purest and most 
immediate representation of what CRUK does, 
bringing research to life in a live filmed surgery. 

• The brainstorm took place in March 2016, so the 
process took 11 months from start to finish, with deep 
collaboration between CRUK, Anomaly, MediaCom, 
Channel 4, Facebook, Clearcast & Sassy Films



So what does 
‘Communicating Immediacy’ 

look like?



Live from Inside the Human Body. A Media 1st

Ad running across paid, owned & earned channels





Driving action from the live advert





Results

10 sec teasers 
in the week 

before the live 
operation

Live operation
TV spot
15.25

233,000 ABC1 Adults  
440,000 Adults overall

Live operation
Facebook Live
110,000 views

Operation repeat
TV spot
21.00

1.4 million 

PR coverage We reached 30 million 
people - more than half 
the adult population 
through Channel 4, 
social media, and PR. 

15th –18th January 2017



Impact

4% uplift in awareness,
5% increase in consideration
to donate and 5% increase
in positive recommendation 

Uplift in donations

30% increase in visits
to fundraising pages of
Cancer Research UK

30% increase in calls to
NHS Bowel Cancer helpline



Challenges

Commitment  
It took nearly a year to get off the ground

Time 
Everything needed to align with the live satellite 
broadcast, ad breaks and surgery timings

Risk
Patient health, surgery, permissions, Clearcast

Collaboration
Between C4 and FB (exclusivity) 

Promotion
Trailing the moment to maximise opportunity
and audience and channels



Put aside more money to reactively boost the 
moment. If you believe in bravery it’s worth 
going all in.

Tighter KPIs and more actionable measures 
needed to prove the impact.

CRUK is a victim of our own success internal 
pressure to replicate, to do something else as 
‘big’ or ‘first’.

What would we do differently? 



Thank you!


